Ice Attack driving Experience

Four times world rally driving champion
Juha Kankkunen has joined forces with
Lotus in the development of a winter driving
programme designed to offer you the thrills
and spills of powering around in the ice and
snow, in the most extreme conditions.
Based on the winter ice tracks of Northern
Finland 60km south of the Arctic circle,
in what has often been described as one of
the world’s most beautiful settings, you will
explore the handling characteristics of the
acclaimed, award-winning Lotus Evora.
You will learn first hand how to navigate
safely on essentially low grip conditions, how
to brake and change direction effectively, as
well as exploring the driving limitations of
your own vehicle.
A series of exercises have been designed to
take you and the car to the limit on a safe
and controlled track; each session can be
tailored to your individual needs throughout
the day with your very own instructor which
is shared with just one other individual.

Your day will include:

Accommodation

•

Your experience includes two nights
accommodation at the Sokos Hotel, Kuusamo; a
cosy and comfortable hotel situated in the midst
of the pristine untouched expanses of Nordic
wilderness and yet in the very heart of the bustling
town of Kuusamo.

•
•
•
•
•

Welcome and safety briefing with theoretical
tuition on ice driving
A driving warm up session with cars to enable
customers to adapt to the extreme interacting
forces faced in winter driving
Vehicle control activities; synchronizing steering
and throttle, emergency braking and avoidance,
over steer and understeer, ESP driving technique
Lunch
Dynamic track sessions in order to hone skills
at high speeds; driving lines, braking points,
cornering and hand brake use
End of day competition and prize ceremony

£1795 inc. VAT per person
Please contact the Lotus Driving Academy
team for details

Extra Activities
If you don’t want your trip to Scandinavia to stop with
the thrilling Evora Ice driving then why not choose from
a selection of outdoor activites on offer;
•
•
•
•

Snowmobile safari
Hobby Curling
Ice Fishing
Reindeer Driving

+44 (0) 1953 608547
track@lotuscars.com
lotusdrivingadcademy.com

“

“

Winter testing in Scandinavia was always the highlight of my car
testing year. More can be learned in a week driving on ice there than
in maybe twenty years in the UK. Ice driving teaches you the finesse
of car control and as the whole winter environment is low grip; every
drive is a learning experience. Brilliant!
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